
Gold, Silver and Bronze

Awarded to one global manufacturer and one
global distributor.

Diamond Level

Award Tiers

Eligible manufacturers are those who are
appointing Waldom to manage their
factory excess and distributor stock
rotations.

Manufacturers

Who Can Win?

Regional awards for both manufacturers and
distributors in each category.

Eligible distributors are those purchasing
Waldom’s Green Stock and utilizing
Waldom’s excess solutions to handle their
excess.

Distributors

Stand out as a leader in
sustainability within the

IP&E industry

RECOGNITION

Gain exposure through
extensive promotional

efforts around the awards

VISIBILITY

Benchmark your practices
against the best, driving
internal improvements

INNOVATION

How It Works:

Evaluation across multiple dimensions including
environmental impact, operational efficiency, and
industry contribution.

Comprehensive Criteria:

Points awarded based on performance relative to
peers, with detailed criteria.

Scoring Made Simple:

1.

2.



20% of total score

Criteria: Evaluates the number of authorized
brands that distributor have integrated using one
of our solutions (ERP integration, API, Web
integration, Blind Fulfilment).

Scoring: Higher integration rates receive more
points.

Points Distribution: 1st place receives 20 points,
decreasing to 4 points for 5th place.

Announcing our 2024
winners

Our 2024 winners will be announced at
EDS Las Vegas, Electronica China and
Electronica Munich. 

Green Stock Weight Returned

 25% of total score

Criteria: Measures the weight of Green Stock
purchased by distributors.

Scoring: Points are awarded based on the total weight
purchased.

Points Distribution: 1st place earns 25 points, 2nd
place 20 points, down to 5th place with 5 points.

Green Stock Weight Purchased 

25% of total score

Criteria: Tracks the weight of Green Stock
returned to Waldom utilizing one of the Waldom
excess management solutions.

Scoring: Higher weights result in more points.

Points Distribution: From 25 points for 1st place
to 5 points for 5th place.

Scoring System for Distributors

% of Authorized Lines Integrated 

Scrap Allowance Participation 

20% of total score

Criteria: Measures the number of brands for which
distributor is utilizing their scrap allowance/stock
rotation and sending stock to Waldom vs total
number of brands eligible.

Scoring: Points are awarded based on the
percentage of participation.

Points Distribution: Ranges from 20 points for 1st
place to 4 points for 5th place.

Discrepancies

10% of total score

Criteria: Assesses the percentage of returned
stock that meets quality standards.

Scoring: Lower discrepancy percentages earn
higher points.

Points Distribution: 1st place receives 10 points,
with 5th place earning 2 points.


